About Paisley Park

- When Prince wrote the song “Paisley Park” (featured on *Around the World in a Day*, released 1985) he envisioned a place of love and peace, where there are no rules or limitations for creativity. The lyrics became a reality when Paisley Park opened its doors in 1987.

- Located in Chanhassen, MN, just outside of Minneapolis, at 65,000-square-foot Paisley Park served as Prince’s home, creative sanctuary, and production complex for nearly 30 years.

- Paisley Park continues to inspire not only through the renowned museum and state-of-the-art recording studio, but also as an event venue hosting dance parties, concerts, film screenings, and more.

- Guided tours are held all year long and take visitors throughout the extensive creative spaces of Paisley Park.

- Three tour options are available – The Paisley Experience, The VIP Experience, and The Ultimate Experience – welcoming thousands of visitors, from around the world, every year.

- Visitors can view hundreds of Prince’s personal items including iconic clothing, numerous awards, handwritten pages, musical instruments, vehicles, rare music and video recordings, and more, including the newest exhibition, *The Beautiful Collection: Prince's Custom Shoes*, showcasing 300 pairs of Prince’s iconic shoes as well as the world's first 3D printed baby grand piano as a display case.

- The still-active recording and production complex is capable of outputting any form of creative work Prince could envision – from music recordings, artwork and graphic design to music videos and even full-length feature films. The complex is complete with state-of-the-art recording technology, editing suites, video production and office space.

- Beginning in the mid-1990s, fans began to experience Prince’s musicianship first-hand in the intimate NPG Music Club. The 3,400 square foot space continues to host concerts, private receptions, special events, and the recently reignited After Dark dance parties and Cinema Series.

- Some of the many incredible individuals and groups who have utilized Paisley Park Studios include: Beck, Lizzo, Gwen Stefani, Sting, Madonna, Miles Davis, Chuck D, Beastie Boys, Omar Apollo, Kool and the Gang, the Jets, Patti LaBelle, Jermaine Jackson, and more.

- Tour tickets start at $45 are available at www.PaisleyPark.com.

- For the latest announcements follow Paisley Park on Facebook & Instagram @OfficialPaisleyPark, Twitter @PaisleyPark, and TikTok @Paisley.Park